Running Gear
Drive Repairs

Not long ago, the only way to make repairs to large girth
gear drives involved costly mechanical procedures and
the dreaded downtime. Klüber has a better idea.
By Wolfgang Gerhold
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In mill drives, successful repair lubrication can be
achieved in a relatively short time. Compared to kiln drives,
the speed of rotation is higher and thus tooth contacts are
more frequent. The repair procedure is also accelerated by
higher sliding speeds. Depending on the damage, repair
lubrication takes one to two working days for mill drives.
Kiln drives require higher amounts of repair lubricants due
to lower rotation and less frequent tooth contacts. In this
case, the process of repair lubrication takes about two to
three working days.

Limitations of Repair
Lubrication
Fig. 1: Repair lubricants keep girth gear drives operating

Repair by controlled wear is limited by the degree and type
of damage. Depending on the drive’s base material, removal
of a few hundredths to several tenths of millimeters can be
achieved. Generally, “only” a few hundredths millimeters
are removed, but this can lead to significant operational
improvement.
It is not recommended to use repair lubrication for the
repair of burrs at the tip and the side of the teeth, material

Fig. 2: Smoothing flanks during damage repair.
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Fig. 3: Applying the repair
lubricant using manual
spray equipment.

elevation, wear steps at the tooth root, sharp edges and
deep pitting. These types of damage have to be repaired
mechanically by milling (end-milling cutter, spherical cutter)

or grinding (cutting-off wheel for material steps or abrasive buffs
for flank treatment).

Operator InvolvemeNTt
To start with, please note: during the warranty period of a large
gear drive, the manufacturer’s and the operator’s permission
must be obtained prior to repair lubrication.

PARKER-SWISS
Gear Cutting Tools
and Master Gears

Carbide and
High Speed Steel

For the preparation of repair lubrication, it is vital to identify
the causes of the damage and to eliminate them. Depending
on the type and degree of the tooth flank damage, mechanical
treatment (grinding, milling) might be required prior to repair
lubrication.

“The decisive advantage of repair
lubrication is that the girth gear drive
remains fully operable and that high
loads even increase the success
of repair lubrication.”
To document the condition of the tooth flanks and the contact
ratio unambiguously before and after repair lubrication, photographs are taken and silicone impressions of some representative tooth flanks are made. It is important to always document
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the changes of the same tooth flanks. In doing so, the operator
obtains an illustration of the actual condition of the flanks and
how it has changed.
Repair lubrication is effected under operating conditions, thus
permanent operation is normally ensured, although short interruptions needed for inspection by the service engineer have

Need affordable spur or helical
Master Gears and Calibration
Artifacts that last?

to be allowed for. Despite the damage, a contact ratio of 60
percent or more should be achieved prior to the repair lubrication process because otherwise the gear drive will have to be
readjusted.

Fig. 4: Damage
repair through the
use of repair lubrication. The effect is
clearly visible in the
lower image.

Send us your inquiries today! We offer
complete design, production, and calibration
services for precision ground formed master
gears produced from today’s most advanced
materials and a wide selection of highly wear
resistant tool and gage surface coatings for
longer tool life too! And ALL of our master
gears are delivered complete with calibration
certificates traceable to N.I.S.T., PTB, and/
or UKAS and in compliance with the ISO
17025 accreditation service.

Call 1-877-567-GAGE (4243)
or email: sales@parkerind.com
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Hotel Accomodations

Before booking a room remember that
American Airlines [www.aa.com] and
American Eagle are offering a 5-percent
discount to passengers traveling to IMTS.
Remember to provide them with promotion
code 4890AF. Once you’re in Chicago, here’s
a selection of hotels to choose from.
The Allerton Hotel
701 N. Michigan Ave.
(312) 440-1500
www.theallertonhotel.com

The Benefits of
Repair Lubrication
No costs arising from
production downtimes as
repair lubrication is effected during operation

Excellent results
within a very
short time frame

Improved operation
even if tooth flanks
are severely damaged

Prevention of
new flank
damage

Extended life span
of girth gear drive
components

Replacements
can often be
postponed

Amalfi Hotel Chicago
20 W. Kinzie St.
(312) 395-9000
www.amalfihotelchicago.com
The Avenue Hotel Chicago
(formerly the Radisson Hotel and Suites)
160 E. Huron St.
(312) 265-3410
www.avenuehotelchicago.com
Chicago Marriott Downtown Magnificent Mile
540 N. Michigan Ave.
(312) 836-0100
www.chicagomarriottdowntown.com
Congress Plaza Hotel
520 S. Michigan Ave.
(312) 427-3800
www.congressplazahotel.com
Conrad Chicago Hotel
521 N. Rush St.
(312) 645-1500
www.conradhotels1.hilton.com
Crowne Plaza Chicago Metro
733 W. Madison St.
(312) 829-5000
www.crowneplaza.com
Embassy Suites Chicago Downtown
600 N. State St.
(312) 943-3800
www.embassysuiteschicago.com
Essex Inn
800 S. Michigan Ave.
(312) 939-2800
www.essexinn.com
Hilton Chicago
720 S. Michigan Ave.
(212) 925-6990
www.chicagohilton.com
Hotel 71
71 E. Wacker Dr.
(312) 346-7100
www.hotel71.com
Hotel Monaco
225 N. Wabash Ave.
(312) 960-8500
www.monaco-chicago.com
Hyatt Regency Chicago
151 E. Wacker Dr.
(312) 565.1234
www.chicagoregency.hyatt.com
Inn of Chicago Magnificent Mile
162 E. Ohio St.
(312) 573-3103
www.innofchicago.com
Omni Chicago Hotel
676 N. Michigan Ave.
(312) 944-6664
www.omnihotels.com/chicago
Renaissance Chicago Hotel
1 W. Wacker Dr.
(312) 372-7200
www.renaissancehotels.com
Swissotel Chicago
323 E. Wacker Dr.
(312) 565-0565
www.swissotelchicago.com

While the lubrication system runs on “continuous operation” with a running-in lubricant,
the repair lubricant is applied by the use of a manual spray equipment (e.g. Klübermatic LB)
which is connected to a pneumatic system.
The manual spray equipment is used to apply the repair lubricant in larger quantities to
the bearing pinion flanks and the gear rim so that the lubricant is distributed evenly over
the tooth flanks. The process of material removal begins.
Afterwards, the repair lubricant is applied in smaller quantities to correct elevations and
edges on the tooth flank profile.

Measuring Success
There are the following means to measure the effectiveness of repair lubrication:
• Visual inspection of rotating girth gear drive by means of a stroboscope (applies to mill
drives only);
• Measuring the temperature distribution across the tooth’s width and around the circumference by means of an infrared thermometer;
• Measuring vibrations at the pinion bearings (applies to mill drives only);
• Taking photographs of the tooth flanks under stroboscope light in regular intervals
All measured values enter the statistics. If necessary, low lubricant quantities will be
used for fine tuning in spots where slight material elevations still occur on the flanks. These
spots are light, bright metal areas that experts can easily make out. If there are no such

areas, the repair lubricant will be sprayed
evenly across the entire flank.
Repair lubrication is completed when the
temperature curve is even across the entire
tooth flank’s width and around its circumference. This means that the estimated
contact ratio is above 80 per cent, that
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surface roughness, minor scuffing damage, scoring, scratches and minor plastic
deformations have been smoothed and that
there are no more significant vibrations.
On the termination of the repair process
it is recommended to use running-in lubricants for a short while, as these help to
smooth minor roughness caused by the
repair process.

Conclusion
Due to the complexity of the repair process, and to avoid unintended damage,
repair lubrication should only be carried out
by a trained and experienced application
engineer. Nevertheless, if implemented correctly, repair lubrication is a very interesting
alternative to mechanical treatment. When
it comes to repair issues, repair lubrication
should always be the first choice.
Operators of large girth gear drives can
avoid costly production downtimes as the
repairing process can be implemented in
full operation. In addition, the repair lubricant on tooth flank surfaces improves the
girth gear’s operational performance and
prevents new flank damage. Replacements
can often be postponed for years.

Reference:
1) For case-hardened materials with a
hardening depth (Rht) of approx. 2 mm,
as well as for surface-hardened materials
(Rht up to 10 mm attained with induction
hardening and approx. 2 to 4 mm attained
with flame hardening), repair lubrication
is a highly suitable technique. For nitridehardened materials, whose nitriding depth
(white layer + diffusion layer) is approx.
1.5 mm, repair lubrication with its special
compounds is not suitable since it would
also remove the extremely thin (5 to 30
µm) white layer, which shows the greatest
hardness.
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